
r

Willis Amendment To delete language authorizing the Attorney General
to request the convening of a 3-judge court to hear voter cases. I voted'yains)
the amendment on a Division and a Teller vote, and we were successful in
defeating it by a vote of 125 to 176.

The value in having a 3-judge court is that it circumvents the appeals
level and permits direct appeal to the Supreme Court, thereby expediting
voting caaes.

Because of the gravity of the matter, it places voting cases in a position
where they would receive a balanced result with three judges as opposed to

one. McCulloch authored this section, and I believe because voting is such

a fundamental right it is proper to use this extraordinary mechanism modeled
on antitrust cases.

Finally, operating with one-judge courts frequently has just not worked.

Whitener Amendment to cut out the rest of itle I on app] ¡cation of voter

qualifications for registration. I voted NQ,) The amendment was defeated.

Poff Amendment To grant defendants the same right as the Attorney General
to request a 3-judge court in voting cases, In otiie,r words, it places

defendant on same grounds as plaintiff. I
votedfo>the amendment and it

carried, do not feel strongly on this matter,'büt it seems equitable. ADOPTED.

Cramer Amendment - To extend to Puerto Ricans the rebuttable presumption
clause ¡n regard to literacy tests for voters, I votedÇES)on the amendment

and it carried, ADOPTED.

Judge Smith Amendment - To delete from the phrase (Federal elections in
whole or in part,H the words, Hor in part»' This would have cut out about

46 States from coverage of this Title, kopposedthe amendment and it was

defeated.

Poff Amendment To require that one of the judges of the 3.-judge court be
the District Judge before whom the case in question was pending. This was

a bad amendment and I pposd' it. It was defeated.

It was improper because, for the most part, cases do not pend before a
judge until almost a year after suit is initiated, Rather, they pend
before the court during the pre-trial hearings, etc,, and do not pend before
a judge until they are assigned for trial. This could cause delays in

excess of a year,

7, To eliminate transcripti.on of ora] literacy tests unless a request therefor

is made. I voted(agins it and it was defeated.
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114. Will ¡s amendment to restrict coverage of inns, motels, and hotels to those

that predominantly provide lodgingto interstate travelers as opposed to the

words, "transient guests.'' There was some merit to this amendment in a strict

sense in that transient guests include intrastate as_wÌl as interstate. How-

ever, ''predominantly" is a difficult word, and I cò osed)the amendment. Had

it been phrased, ''including interstate travelers,' meanfng any interstate

travelers, I
probably would have supported the amendment.

Martin amendment to make ¡t mandatory that the Attorney General move against

all businesses with common characteristics simultaneously that discriminate

¡n place5 of public accommodations. In other words, if the Attorney General
moves against one he must, at the same time, move against every similar

businesswhichdiscriminates. Ip dthis, and it failedasan unrealistic
approach.

Smith amendment, which stated that nothing in the bill would require the

rendering of service or labor by anyone without his consent. Smith called

this the ''anti-slavery'' amendment and based it on the 13th Amendment to the

Constitution. Because thi3t Amendment stands, this amendment is, of

course, redundant and I
it. It was defeated.

Civil Rights (HR 7152) - Contd. Page 2

Feb. 3, 19614 Title I Amendments (contd.):

Downey Amndment - To prevent the coïnting of illegal 'tombstone' votes.

J
voted(for\this amendment but it was defeated.

Feb. 14, 19614 TITLE I AMENDMENTS (contd.)

Meader amendment to establish a commission to cut down Congressional re-
presentation in areas where people are denied the right to vote, as provided

in the Constitution. This was thrown out on a point of order as being non-

germane. I
thought it was basically a good proposal if it had been offered

in addition to the existing Title I. Unfortunately, Meader offered it as a

substitute, I
believe, and therefore did iotsupport it, although I would

have supported it had it been offered as an addition.

Watson amendment to prohibit theonvening of a 3-judge court unless there

was unwarranted delay. I votedÇ and it was rejected. In a voting case,

to wait until there was unwarranted delay would be, by definition, a denial of

the right to vote, and this right is too important.

Cramer amendment to require that when the Attorney General requests a 3-judge

court that he state that it is to avoid undue delay. I
voted NO for the

same reasons as above.

Lndrum amendment to award defense costs to defendants under the ACT when
the Court finds for the defendant. I voted NO and it was rejected.

Jones of Missouri offered an amendment which failed. I voted)

TITLE II AMENDMENTS - Feb. 5, 19614 - PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS
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CUIIL RIGHTS, HR 7152 - contd. Page 3

Feb. 5, l964 - TITLE II AMENDMENTS (contd.)

Goodell amendment: Adopted a clarifying amendment to custom and usage
in connection wit&discrimination or segregation supported by State
action. I (supporte)it and it as Adopted.

Smith offered a substitute amendment to the above, which I and
which was defeated.

Willis offered an amendment Lo Goodell's amendment, which Iopposed and
which was defeated.

Amendment,.to delete Clause D of Section 203, which lays the foundation
for suits under the Title, as follows: 'No person shall . ...(d) incite
or aid or abet any person to do any of the foregoing." I ÇupporI)it and
it was Adopted.

The following amendments were rejected:

Poff to delete language covering businesses, such as barber shops, tht
are located ¡n hotels, etc., and therefore covered by the bill. (opposed)
the amendment.

Colmer to exempt all barber shops and beauty salons from the bill .

'opposed i t

Amendment to deete all of Section 203. LEPPJit.

214. Judge Smith offered an arnendmnt to prevent discrimination in public accomo-
dations due to sex. I çpposed)it.

Cramer to require a complaint in writing of discrimination in places of
pub] ft accommodation and a statement of financial inability to bring Suit
before the Attorney General could institute proceedings, and to require the
Attorney General to study the financial effect on the violator's business
prior to instituting court action. I votec( it.

Willis to exempt eating places from coverage of Title H unless a substan-
tial number of patrons served are interstate travelers and a substantial
part of the food moved in interstate commerce. I(pp it.

Whitten to exempt certain businesses from coverage when the owner shows
that compliance woLild result in the loss of business. I posed»t.

Meader to substitute new language for Title H, which would have required
that the only places inyolved would be within seeing distance of an inter-
state highway. I poseit.

Amendment offered to delete Title II of the bill. Iposed)it.

Amendment to give local boards and commissions 30 days to settle complaints
of discrimination in public accommodations before the Attorney General moves.
F -ii-o-t-- re ca-I -l-+ew----1vo ted. v-J I
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Feb. 5, i64 - TITLE II AMENDMENTS (contd.)

Amendment to exempt from coverage of the bill all soda fountains that
employ less than 5 employees. Isedit.

Abernethy to strike from the bill all references to rei igion.
I pqsed.

This amendment had a good deal of parliamentary logic on its side for ffie
reason that there was no record in the hearings of any discrimination on
account of religion and in principle I think it is wrong For the Congress
to enact legislation without having conducted Iiea rings and given thought
to the matter. However, in this case, the Civil Rights Commission had
taken testimony and there were references in the Commission records of
discrimination based on rei igion. I was opposed to the amendment on
pHnciple, but as a practical matter Abernethy was right.

Feb. 6, l96- - TITLE III AMENDMENTS - DESEGREGATION OF PUBLIC FACILITIES

Poff to include attorney fees assessible costs against the U.S., the
same as a private person. I (ortç the amendment. ADOPTED.

3L1. Amendment to exempt State-managed public facilities from desegregation
provisions of the bill. I it. Defeated.

Amendment to delete Section 3Q2 which authorizes the Attorney General to inter-
vene in pending cases. I (oppos)i t. Defeated.

Amendment to prevent discrimination on account of sex, by Judge Smith.
I it. Defeated.

Amendment to -provide For jury tris] for violators ofpigvisions of
Title Ill. Defeated.

Gross amendment to j Lmi, to $312,000 the authorization for enforcement
of Title III. Ioppoe.d)it. Defeated, the reason being that it was only
a rought estimate and I believe the norma1 appropriation process is ade-
quate to hold down unnecessary spending ¡n this area.

Amendment to delete Title II entirely. L.opposedit, Defeated.

L0. Amendment to provide some requisites for intervention by the ttrney
General under Section 302 as are provided in Sec. 301. Iosedit.
Defeated.

Feb. 6, 1961+ - TITLE IV AMENDMENTS - DESEGREGATION 0F PUBLIC EDUCATION

-------4l . To prevent transfer of pupils to overcome racial imbalances. I

ADOPTED.

+2. To limit authority to render technL assistance to those locally responsible
for operating public schools. I (upported it. ADOPTED.

4"
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Feb. 6? l964 - TITLE IV AMENDMENTS (CONTD.)

1-f3. To fix the cut-off date of Federal aid to education under this bill at
June 1, 1970. I ipporte)it. Defeated.

To bar advisory appointments under this bill to people who have helped
organize riots and school boycotts, such as Byard Ruskin. iÇsp
Defeated.

/+5. Kyle amendment to eliminate travel allowance and dependent,Howance for
persons attending training institutes under this bili. I \uppjit.
Defeated,

146. To delete all of Title IV, except sections 1401 and 1402.
Defeated.

147, Gross arÑendment to limit to $10 million the authorization for enforcement
of Title IV. I poit for the same reasons as indicated above (No. 38).
Defeated.

Feb. 6, 19614 = TITLE V - COMMISSiON ON CIVIL RIGHTS

148. Amendment to exempt the membership and from internal operation studies by
the Civil Rights Comniission of fraternities, sororities,pdvte clubs, religious

organizations that have selected membership. ILjpjçI it. ADOPTED,

149 Rogers (eolo.) amendment to change from permanent to a /+-year extension of
the life of the Civil Rights Commission. I poediit. ADOPTED.
Reason for my opposition being that the Civil Rights Commission is going to
have a continuing role in this country. As long as its life is temporary,
it will have difficulty in securing good employees and, more important, it
will continue to be under the thumb of the Attorney General and the White
House. At this very moment, the Civil Rights Commission refuses to investigate
brutality ¡n Mississippi because 'The Attorney General does not want them to
because the Attorney General has cases pending in Mississippi which he feels
night be advers]y affected." This, ¡n my opinion, is nonsense, and ¡t was
a serious weakening of the bill.

Feb. 7, 19614 - TITLE VI AMENDMENTS--NON-DISCRIMINATION IN FEDERALLY ASSISTED PROGRAMS

50. Willis to require a report to Congress by the agency cutting off funds prior
to terinination of,.nvprograrn and to provide that no action would become final
for 30 days. IQposeP ¡t. ADOPTED Here again I believe the bill was
weakened. Congress has responsibility to legislate, not to administer. Under
the amendment, each time there is a cut off of funds, two Congressional Com-

PI mittees get involved. My guess is that the impact of this Title will be
negligible. This ¡s most Linfortunate.



Feb. 7, 1964 - TITLE VI AMENDMENTS (contd.) Page 6

Lindsay to require Presidential apprQal of rules and regulations, or orders,
provided for in Section 602. I (opposeit. ADOPTED. My opposition was based
on same reasons as given above (N 50) This is not necessary,

Celler to exempt government contracts of insurance or guarantee from cover-
age of Section 602, such C5, FOIC, FHA, bank and savings and loan associa-
tions. IKpi.çj t. ADOPTED, My reason for opposition is that this goes
right to the heart of Title V!. Any time Federal money is involved, it

should be ¡n a non-discriminatory manner.
I don't care if ¡t is banks or

soda fountains. This was wrong, and I am disappointed that it passed.

Poff to insure holding of hearings ¡n connectionjJj:h actions taken under
Section 602 requiring a written record. I it. ADOPTED,

Amendment to delete Title VI completely. I(6bosos it. Defeated.

Meader offered a subUtute foi- Title VI, which is indicated on the
attached sheet, I it. Defeated. Meader's point was that the
ideal way to do this would be to have each local area enter into a contract
under each Federal program, agreeing that they will not discriminate.

Then the enforcement would be simply under the law of contracts and breach of
contracts. There was much merit in this proposal but as the debate indicated,
Meader's amendment was defective.

6. Another amendment offered to insert complete new text for Title VI bppose)
it. Defeated.

57 Amendment to provide forpreonderance-of-evidence rule in cases developing
underthisTitle. Ic)it. Defeated.

8 Amendment offered to prevent discrimination against communities by govern-
ment agencies. I £po4it. Defeated.

59 Amendment to prevent discrimination due to religion. I<'6pose2it. Defeated.

60. Amenç1mn to prevent discrimination by geographic regions (i.s., the South).
I Qpo) it. Defeated.

61. Arnendqnt to limit the furnishing of transportation to government employees.
I (óposedit. Defeated. This was based on the incident where the Justice
Dept. man loaned his car to Mai-tin Luther King.

Feb. 8, 1964 - TITLE VII AMENDMENTS--EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

62. To allow employer preference advertising for national origin.
I rtpd it.

ADOPTED,

63. To delete Section 711, relating to Presidential direction to insure equal
employment opportunities within the Federal Government, Do not recall how
J voted--think I was not on the Floor. ADOPTED.



Feb. 8, 19614 TITLE VII AMENDMENTS (contd.) Page 7

6g-i-, Smith amendment prohibiting discrimination in employment opportunities on
account of sex. This ¡s theJ, long-standing movement to get equal rights
for women in employment. I ypporfe it. ADOPTED. This is a difficult
area. I do not think that passa6F this amendment will create undue
hardship on employers for the simple reason that

I do not think it wifl
be enforced to any great extent. Furthermore, its presence in Title VM
might very well dilute the administration of the title, which, in view of
the poor draftsmanship of that Title, would be a good thing.

To prevent discrimination ¡n retraining programs, including on-the-job
training, I it. ADOPTED.

Purcell amendment stating it is not unlawful for church-related educational
organizations, colleges or groups, to hi re employees on a rei iglous basis.
(See attached statement.) I it, ADOPTED,

Ashbrook amendment stating that an employer has the right to refuse to
hire an atheist. I it. ADOPTED,

A series of Committee perfecting amendments which were ADOPTED; and which
supported.

To allow employer preference advertising by race and color. I bpposedit.
Defeated.

Amendment to prevent discrimination among applicants for union membership.
Uôrtit. Defeated. This was basically an anti-nepotism amendment

in uí6n members 'to provide that if an individual wants to belong to a
union, the union has to le him in, if he qualifies.

Amendment to prevent discrimination due to age. Iopposeit. Defeated.

7]. To delete Title VII. I was off the Floor. Defeated.

February 10, 19614 - TITLE VII AMENDMENTS (contd.)

To fix coverage of Title VII to employers of loo or more employees for the
first year; 75 in the second year; 50 in the third year; and 25 thereafter.
I supported' it. ADOPTED,

Amendment which stated that it ¡s not an unlawful act under this Title to
refuse to hire a Comniunist. I supported ¡t. ADOPTED,

714. To create a Community Relations Service ¡n Dept. of Commerce. I opposed it.
ADOPTED,

75. Amendment stated that no provision in the bill would be construed to preempt
similar State laws. I supported it. ADOPTED.



Feb. 10, 19614 - TITLE VII AMENDMENTS (contd.) Page 8

To limit life of the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission to 14 years.
I supported ¡t. Defeated.

Amendment to delete provisions requiring the keeping of records relating
to unlawful employment practices. I supported it because it conceivab]y
could be an undue burden on the employer. Defeated.

A substitute text for Title VII which would have 1 imited the FEP practices
provisions to government contracts and sub--contracts.

I supported it. Defeated.

At this point, debate was limited and there were 20 more amendments.
I voted

against limiting debate on a Division Vote.

NOTE: ¡ voted against limiting debate every time it was proposed because
I felt

there was inadequate hearings in consideration of this bill and it is important
enough to warrant extensive consideration by the House.

Although debate was limited, the offering of amendments was not. There were 20
amendments on the Clerk's desk when the time ran out and the rules provided that
they were to be read and voted on with no debate. There was no time to get the
page number and determine what the amendments provided. Needless to say, it was
a most unfortunate situation and, of course, a ridiculous way in which to !ttempt
to legislate.

79, Dowdy amendment, offering a complete new substitute for Title Vil. Defeated.

80. Dowdy offered a preferential motion that the Committee rise.
i :;pposed it.

Defeated.

81 Poff amendment defeated.

82. Poff amendment defeated.

83 Cramer amendment which stated, ''Where there is a State or local agency
which has power under State law to eliminate and prohibit discrimination
in employment, in cases covered by this Title the Federal Commission shall
not exercise jurisdiction unless and until the Commission, after formai
hearings, has made an expressed finding, which shall be subject to judicial
review, that existing State law would not reasonably accomplish the objectives
of this Tite.'' I supported it. Defeated. I think it was ver' unfortunate
that it was, because simply stated, it would provide that where a State agency
was functioning responsibly the Federal Government should stay out. This vote
was a Teller Vote - 1142 YEAS to 161 NAYS.

814. Dowdy offered 7 additional amendments, all of which were defeated.
to 90.

91. Griffin amendment stated,''No charge of unlawful employment practice
claiming discrimination on account of sex would be considered unless the
person filing such a charge signs a statement saying that her spouse,if any,
is unemployed and was unemployed when the unlawful employment practice occurred.
I supported it. Defeated. What this would attempt to do would be to protect
the jobs of men, unless the woman is the sole breadwinner of the family.
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Sikes amendment defeated.

M.;Clory amendment similar to Cramer's which protected State FEPC agencies.

I supported it. Defeated.

91-f. Rogers of Texas amendment defeated.

Gross amendment limiting the amount of money. Defeated.

Watson amendment defeated.

97 to 100. Additional Watson amendments - all defeated.

Wagner (La.) amendment stating ''that membership or non-membership in a
labor organization could not be a qualification for holding a job and that
it was in violation of this Title if someone so considered ¡t.'' This was

a national Right-toWork law proposal. It was defeated; and I would guess
there were not 10 people in the Chamber who knew what it was.

Feb. 10, 1964 TITLE VIII AMENDMENTS-- REG ISTRAT1ON & V0TNG STATISTICS

Barry (S.D.) offered a new Title VIII and provided that existing Title VIII
would be re-numbered and all following would be re-numbered. (See attached
statement.) Basically, it would provide a sbustantial amount of money for

the Indians, I opposed it. Defeated.

This proposal had received inadequate consideration, particularly by the
Ways and Means Committee, which ¡s now studying the bill in that tax de-U

ductions are provided for businesses who hire Indians, It seems to me it
deserves more thought than it had received, In addition, Indians are covered

by the entire civil rights bill.

During the debate on this amendment, Aspinall, Chairman of the Interior and
Insular Affairs Committee, opposed it and said there were numerous objections
to it, but his Floor debate listed none of the objections but simply reflected
the thought he w hurt as Committee Chairman that Barry did not wait until
this carne out of Committee. It was a miserable performance, and I asked him to

state some of the objections on the Floor. In looking over the Record subse-
quently, I

see that he inserted about three pages of objections, which, of
course, did the Members on the Floor absolutwly no good in determining how
they would vote.

To revise language so that all areas of the nation would have to have voting
and registration surveys, as opposed to the bill 's provision which stated that
only areas selected by the Civil Rights Commission would be studied. L opposed
this amendment for the simple reason that there is no need to waste money to
study the entire country. Defeated,
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Feb. 10, 196- - TITLE I)( AMENDMENTS--PROCEDURE AFTER REMOVAL IN CIVIL RIGHTS CASES

1O'+. Amendment to delete the Tit]e. I opposed it. Defeated.

Feb. 1O l964 TITLE X AMENDMENTS--MISCELLANEOUS

Amendment to withhold all appropriations for enforcement of the bill until
after January 1966. I opposed ¡t. Defeated.

Smith amendment which he called his ''antislavery'' amendment, which simply
put in the words of the 13th Amendment to the Constitution. It was redundant.

I opposed it. Defeated.

Amendment to provide for the appointment of 500 Federal judges and $100 million
for the operation of this bill. I opposed it. Defeated.

Amendment to require that rules of evidence in proceedings under this Act were
to conform to those of Federal District Courts. Î was off the Floor. Defeated.

Amendment to delete authorization of any funds to carry out provisions of this
Act. I opposed ¡t. Defeated.

Joe waggoner offered amendment to require a national referendum to approve

for reject this Act. I opposed it. Defeated.

Amendment to place i ¡mi 'tation of $15 mi ilion on amount authorized for the
enforcement of this Act. I opposed it. Defeated.

Demand was made for separate votes when the House went out of the Committee of
the Whole House on two amendrnents--Smith amendment on equal employment opportunity
regardless of sex, and Ashbrook amendment on Atheists. Both passed by VOICE VOTE.

MOTION TO RECOMMÎT offered by Cramer. I opposed it. Defeated.

FINAL PASSAGE - 290 YEAS, 130 NAYS. I voted for it. Of those opposing the bill,
3)4 were Republicans.

NOTE: Whenever amendments were offered to provide for jury trial proceedings (Title II,
Title III and Title iv), DR supported them

GENERAL COMMENTS: For all practical purposes, I was satisfied with Titles I, Ill, IV,

V, VI, VIII, IX, AND X. Titles II and VII, I believe, will require fuither perfecting
in the Senate and in conference before they deserve to be finally approved. I believe
that Title II and Title VII are both constitutional (See attached pages from Record on
constitutionality of all Titles) In both cases, we are legislating in very difficult
areas and the language ¡n the Act is extremely important. I am not completely satis-
fied with the present language ¡n either Title II or Title VII.


